
FLAIR
Charcoal/Natural

Surface: Hemp + Cotton
120x180 cm     $199

160x230 cm     $329
190x290 cm     $499

5x8 ft     $329
8x10 ft     $659

cotton
hand woven

textured
recycled with love
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FEBA
Blue/Ivory
Surface: Wool 
120x180 cm $239
160x230 cm $399
190x290 cm $599
5x8 ft $399
8x10 ft $799

wool
hand tufted
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ATTICA
Blue/Ivory

Surface: Wool
120x180 cm     $239

160x230 cm     $399
190x290 cm     $599

5x8 ft     $399
8x10 ft     $799

wool
hand tufted
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COWLIX
Grey/Ivory
Surface: Hemp +  Wool
120x180 cm $249
160x230 cm $419
190x290 cm $629
5x8 ft  $419
8x10 ft  $839

wool

hand woven
natural fiber
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ELZEN
Natural/Grey

Surface: Wool + Viscose
120x180 cm     $259

160x230 cm     $439
190x290 cm     $649

5x8 ft     $439
8x10 ft     $879

hand woven
wool

undyed naturalintricate workmanship
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HERON
Natural/Ivory
Surface: Wool + Hemp 
120x180 cm $219
160x230 cm $369
190x290 cm $549
5x8 ft  $369
8x10 ft  $739

hand woven

natural fiber
wool

undyed natural
textured
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SOLANO
Charcoal/Ivory

Surface: Hemp + Wool
120x180 cm     $239

160x230 cm     $399
190x290 cm     $599

5x8 ft     $399
8x10 ft     $799

hand woven

natural fiber
woolundyed natural

textured
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FAHRO
1. Natural/Multi 2. Aqua/Charcoal

3. Natural Grey/Charcoal 4. Natural/Navy
Surface: Hemp + Wool & Viscose Blend

120x180 cm     $259
160x230 cm     $439
190x290 cm     $649

5x8 ft     $439
8x10 ft     $879

hand woven
wool

natural fiber
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3
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CAMBIO
1. Ivory/Brown
2. Brown/Grey
Surface: Hemp
120x180 cm $269
160x230 cm $449
190x290 cm $669
5x8 ft $449
8x10 ft $899

hand made
natural fiber

intricate workmahip
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SALINA
Natural/Grey

Surface: Hemp + Wool 
120x180 cm     $289

160x230 cm     $489
190x290 cm     $729

5x8 ft     $489
8x10 ft     $979

natural fiber
wool

hand woven
textured
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RAFINA
Grey
Surface: Hemp
120x180 cm $279
160x230 cm $469
190x290 cm $699
5x8 ft $469
8x10 ft $939

textured
hand woven
natural fiber
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TAVROS
Multi

Surface: Hemp
120x180 cm     $269

160x230 cm     $449
190x290 cm     $669

5x8 ft     $449
8x10 ft     $899

hand woven
natural fiber
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CAMBRAI
Multi
Surface: Hemp + Wool
120x180 cm $279
160x230 cm $469
190x290 cm $699
5x8 ft $469
8x10 ft $939

natural fiber
wool

hand woven
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LAYTON
Multi

Surface: Hemp + Wool 
120x180 cm     $279

160x230 cm     $469
190x290 cm     $699

5x8 ft     $469
8x10 ft   $939

hand woven
natural fiber

wool
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TRIDELL
Natural/Multi
Surface: Hemp + Wool 
120x180 cm $289
160x230 cm $489
190x290 cm $729
5x8 ft  $489
8x10 ft  $979

natural fiber
wool

hand woven
intricate workmanship
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RAHWAY
Multi

Surface: Wool
120x180 cm     $289

160x230 cm     $489
190x290 cm     $729

5x8 ft     $489
8x10 ft     $979

wool
hand woven

intricate workmanship
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ERMIN
Sage
Surface: Hemp
120x180 cm $279
160x230 cm $469
190x290 cm $699
5x8 ft  $469
8x10 ft  $939

natural fiber

textured
hand woven
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The following applies to all rugs in this catalog.
• Sizes mentioned in bold letters : 3 weeks ex-factory. Other sizes : 6-8 weeks ex-factory.
• Recommended Retail Price mentioned in US Dollars.
• Actual colors may vary slightly from the images in the catalog.
• Shedding of fibers is a normal charecterstic of plush/long pile rugs in wool/viscose/cotton.
This is not a defect and reduces substantially with use/time and vacuuming regularly.

AMRIK
Natural/Copper

Surface: Hemp + Lurex 
120x180 cm     $299

160x230 cm     $499
190x290 cm     $749

5x8 ft     $499
8x10 ft     $999

hand woven
natural fiber

intricate workmanship
textured
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GELAN
Natural
Surface: Hemp
120x180 cm $319
160x230 cm $539
190x290 cm $799
5x8 ft $539
8x10 ft $1089

natural fiber
hand woven
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MENAN
Natural

Surface: Hemp + Wool 
120x180 cm     $319

160x230 cm     $539
190x290 cm     $799

5x8 ft     $539
8x10 ft   $1089

hand woven
natural fiber

wool
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ALVERI
1. Charcoal 2. Grey 3. Beige 
Surface: Felted Wool
120x180 cm $269
160x230 cm $449
190x290 cm $669
5x8 ft $449
8x10 ft $899

wool

textured
hand woven

1

2

3
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EUROPA
1. Ivory 2. Natural 3. Linen 4. Charcoal

Surface: Wool 
 120x180 cm     $299
 160x230 cm     $499
 190x290 cm     $749
 5x8 ft     $499
 8x10 ft   $999

hand woven
best seller

wool
undyed natural
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CONON
1. Charcoal 2. Ivory 3. Grey
Surface: Wool Viscose Mix
120x180 cm $329
160x230 cm $559
190x290 cm $839
5x8 ft $559
8x10 ft $1119

wool
hand woven

undyed natural
textured

3
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VEROI
Natural
Surface: Wool
120x180 cm $329
160x230 cm $559
190x290 cm $839
5x8 ft $559
8x10 ft $1119

wool

textured
hand woven
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CARINA
Natural

Surface: Wool
 120x180 cm     $329

160x230 cm     $ 559
190x290 cm     $839

5x8 ft     $559
8x10 ft     $1119

hand woven
wool

textured
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hand woven
lustre

soft touch

BELIZE
1. Graphite 2. Beige 3. Taupe
4. Silver
Surface: Viscose
120x180 cm $299
160x230 cm $499
190x290 cm $749
5x8 ft $499
8x10 ft $999

1

4

2

3
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AZUSA
Grey/Ivory

Surface: Wool + Viscose, Printed 
120x180 cm     $249

160x230 cm     $419

wool

soft touch
lustre

hand woven
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MORFORD
Grey
Surface: Viscose, Printed
120x180 cm $279
160x230 cm $469

soft touch
lustre
hand woven
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STELLA
Light Grey

Surface: Polypropylene
120x160 cm     $199
160x230 cm     $379
190x290 cm     $569

lustre
machine made in turkey

ultra modern
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SIMBAD
1. Slate 2. Beige
Surface: Polypropylene
120x170 cm $229
160x230 cm $399
190x290 cm $599

machine made in turkey
ultra modern
extra resistant

1

2
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NASHIRA
1. Beige 2. Grey

Surface: Polypropylene
120x170 cm     $229
160x230 cm     $399
190x290 cm     $599

machine made in turkey
ultra modern

extra resistant
1

2
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ELECTRA
1. Beige 2. Cream
Surface: Polypropylene
120x170 cm $229
160x230 cm $399
190x290 cm  $599

machine made in turkey
ultra modern
extra resistant

2
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WENGER
Beige
Surface: Polypropylene
120x170 cm $229
160x230 cm $399
190x290 cm  $599

machine made in turkey
ultra modern
extra resistant
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MARKAB
Ash

Surface: Polypropylene
120x170 cm     $229
160x230 cm     $399
190x290 cm     $599

machine made in turkey
ultra modern

extra resistant
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HELENA
Blue/Grey
Surface: PP + Viscose
160x230 cm $399

lustre
machine made in turkey

ultra modern
extra resistant
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CAPRICE
Dark Grey 

Surface: PP + Viscose
160x230 cm     $439
190x290 cm     $649

best seller

lustre
machine made in turkey

ultra modern
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DEMING
1. Grey 2. Beige
Surface: PP + Viscose
160x230 cm $519

lustre
machine made in turkey

ultra modern
extra resistant
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ELVERA
Grey

Surface: PP + Viscose 
160x230 cm     $519

lustre
machine made in turkey

ultra modern
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MEDWIN
Grey
Surface: PP + Viscose
160x230 cm     $519

lustre
machine made in turkey

ultra modern
extra resistant
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JARVIS
Grey

Surface: PP + Viscose
160x230 cm     $519

lustre
machine made in turkey

ultra modern
extra resistant
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SEFTON
Multi/Ivory
Surface: PP + Viscose
160X230 cm     $519

lustre
machine made in turkey

ultra modern
extra resistant
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SESTINA
Multi

Surface: PP + Viscose
160x230 cm     $519

lustre
machine made in turkey

ultra modern
extra resistant
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SHARATAN
Cream
Surface: Viscose
160X230 cm     $699
190X290 cm     $1049

lustre
machine made in turkey

ultra modern
extra resistant

WEZEN
Taupe

Surface: Viscose 
160x230 cm       $699
190x290 cm     $1049
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WEZEN
Taupe

Surface: Viscose 
160x230 cm       $699
190x290 cm     $1049

lustre
machine made in turkey

ultra modern
extra resistant
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ADHIL
1. Ivory 2. Grey
Surface: Viscose + Acrylic
160X230 cm     $729
190X290 cm     $1089

lustre
machine made in turkey

ultra modern
extra resistant

1

2
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PORRIMA
Ivory/Blue

Surface: Viscose + Acrylic
160x230 cm       $729
190x290 cm     $1089

lustre
machine made in turkey

ultra modern
extra resistant
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FENIX
Beige/Grey
Surface: PP + Viscose
160x230 cm $729

lustre
machine made in turkey

ultra modern
extra resistant
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MERIDA
Blue

Surface: PP + Viscose
160x230 cm     $729

extra resistant

lustre
machine made in turkey

ultra modern
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Choice of the discerning home owner, at 
$619-1029 retail value (160 x 230 cm),

this is the premium group of TRR. Premium materials 
and intricate workmanship create exquisite rugs 

for the finest homes around the world.

FROM, MT. EVEREST SUMMIT
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LAMIA
Ivory/Charcoal
Surface: NZ Wool
120x180 cm $529
160x230 cm $899
190x290 cm $1359
5x8 ft $899
8x10 ft $1839

plush pile

wool
hand knotted
intricate workmanship
soft touch
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ZEFRI
Silver
Surface: Viscose
120x180 cm $359
160x230 cm $619
190x290 cm $919
5x8 ft $619
8x10 ft $1249

plush pile
hand woven

lustre
soft touch
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POLSET
Ivory

Surface: Wool
120x180 cm     $399

160x230 cm     $669
190x290 cm     $999

5x8 ft     $669
8x10 ft     $1339

hand woven
wool

textured
undyed natural
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ARGOS
1. Grey 2. Beige 
Surface: Wool + Viscose 
120x180 cm $419
160x230 cm $699
190x290 cm $1049
5x8 ft $699
8x10 ft` $1419

wool

soft touch
lustre
hand woven

undyed natural
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FALDON
GREY

Surface: Viscose, Printed
120x180 cm       $429

160x230 cm       $729
190x290 cm     $1089

5x8 ft       $729
8x10 ft     $1459

soft touch
lustre

hand woven
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ETTRICK
Charcoal/Ivory
Surface: Wool
120x180 cm $399
160x230 cm $669
190x290 cm $999
5x8 ft $669
8x10 ft $1339

wool
hand knotted

intricate workmanship
textured
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ARNO
Blue/Multi

Surface: Wool
120x180 cm        $459
160x230 cm       $779
190x290 cm     $1169

5x8 ft       $779
8x10 ft     $1559

wool
hand knotted

intricate workmanship
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NEYMAR
Ivory/Grey
Surface: Wool
120x180 cm $489
160x230 cm $819
190x290 cm $1229
5x8 ft $819
8x10 ft $1659

wool
hand knotted
intricate workmanship

soft touch
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ARNICA
Ivory/Grey

Surface: Wool + Viscose
120x180 cm     $489

160x230 cm     $819
190x290 cm   $1229

5x8 ft     $819
8x10 ft   $1659

hand knotted
intricate workmanship

wool

textured
lustre
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OVRIA
Beige/Grey/Blue
Surface: Hemp + PET
120x180 cm $359
160x230 cm $619
190x290 cm $919
5x8 ft $619
8x10 ft $1249

natural fiber
hand woven
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The following applies to all rugs in this catalog.
• Sizes mentioned in bold letters : 3 weeks ex-factory. Other sizes : 6-8 weeks ex-factory.
• Recommended Retail Price mentioned in US Dollars.
• Actual colors may vary slightly from the images in the catalog.
• Shedding of fibers is a normal charecterstic of plush/long pile rugs in wool/viscose/cotton.
This is not a defect and reduces substantially with use/time and vacuuming regularly.

FONAX
Taupe 

Surface: Polyester + Wool
120X180 cm     $459

160X230 cm     $779
190X290 cm   $1169

5X8 Ft     $779
8x10 ft   $1559

hand woven
wool

intricate workmanship
textured
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TENER
Grey/Charcoal
Surface: Wool Viscose Mix
120x180 cm $529
160x230 cm $899
190x290 cm $1359
5x8 ft $899
8x10 ft $1839

wool

dense pile
hand woven
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LAVRIO
Duck Egg

Surface: Wool
120x180 cm     $549

160x230 cm     $939
190x290 cm     $1399

5x8 ft     $939
8x10 ft     $1889

wool
hand knotted

textured
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KARDAN
Blue/Ivory
Surface: Wool
120x180 cm $549
160x230 cm $939
190x290 cm $1399
5x8 ft $939
8x10 ft $1889

wool
hand knotted
intricate workmanship
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wool

IBIZA
Grey/Blue

Surface: Wool
120x180 cm     $599

160x230 cm     $1029
190x290 cm     $1539

5x8 ft     $1029
8x10 ft     $2079

hand knotted
intricate workmanship
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DORSIA
Taupe/Blue
Surface: Wool
120x180 cm $599
160x230 cm $1029
190x290 cm $1539
5x8 ft $1029
8x10 ft $2079

wool
hand knotted
intricate workmanship
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wool

TOWSON
Grey/Ivory

Surface: Wool + Viscose 
120x180 cm     $599

160x230 cm     $ 1029
190x290 cm     $1539

5x8 ft     $1029
8x10 ft     $2079

hand knotted
intricate workmanship
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OUTDOOR . INDOOR

EVEREST BASE CAMP
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LEONIS
Ivory/Charcoal
Surface: Polypropylene
5x7 ft $89
6x9 ft  $129

machine made
outdoor/indoor
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ALTAIR
Ivory/Blue

Surface: Polypropylene
5x7 ft       $89
6x9 ft     $129

machine made
outdoor/indoor
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ALPHARD
Ivory/Charcoal
Surface: Polypropylene
5x7 ft $89
6x9 ft  $129

machine made
outdoor/indoor
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DENEB
Ivory/Charcoal

Surface: Polypropylene
5x7 ft       $89
6x9 ft     $129

machine made
outdoor/indoor
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PEGASI
Ivory/Blue
Surface: Polypropylene
5x7 ft $89
6x9 ft  $129

machine made
outdoor/indoor
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MINORIS
Ivory/Yellow

Surface: Polypropylene
5x7 ft       $89
6x9 ft     $129

machine made
outdoor/indoor
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CRUX
1. Ivory/Charcoal
2. Ivory/Beige
Surface: Polypropylene
80x150 cm $59
160x230 cm $179
190x290 cm  $259

machine made in turkey
outdoor/indoor
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PERSAI
Taupe

Surface: Polypropylene
80x150 cm     $59

160x230 cm   $179
190x290 cm   $259

machine made in turkey
outdoor/indoor
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TAURI
Beige/Grey
Surface: Polypropylene
80x150 cm $59
160x230 cm $179
190x290 cm  $259

machine made in turkey
outdoor/indoor
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DURBAN
Ivory/Blue
Surface: Polypropylene
160x230 cm $179
190x290 cm $259

machine made in turkey
outdoor/indoor
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CHINO
Ivory/Blue

Surface: Polypropylene
160x230 cm       $179

190x290 cm     $259

machine made in turkey
outdoor/indoor
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RUTFORD
Ivory/Rust
Surface: Polypropylene
160x230 cm $179
190x290 cm $259

machine made in turkey
outdoor/indoor
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PICTOR
Ivory

Surface: Polypropylene 
160x230 cm       $179
190x290 cm     $259

machine made in turkey
outdoor/indoor
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MEISSA
Yellow/Multi
Surface: Polypropylene
160x230 cm $249
190x290 cm $369

machine made in turkey
outdoor/indoor
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COXOM
1. Sunflower 2. Rust

Surface: Polypropylene 
160x230 cm       $179

190x290 cm     $259

machine made in turkey
outdoor/indoor
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KORAB
Multi
Surface: Polypropylene
160x230 cm $249
190x290 cm $369

machine made in turkey
outdoor/indoor
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SPINY
Ivory/Multi

Surface: Polypropylene 
160x230 cm       $249

190x290 cm     $369

machine made in turkey
outdoor/indoor
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FEBBAS
Ivory/Multi
Surface: Polypropylene 
160x230 cm  $249
190x290 cm $369

machine made in turkey
outdoor/indoor
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STELLEN
Ivory/Multi

Surface: Polypropylene 
160x230 cm       $249

190x290 cm     $369

machine made in turkey
outdoor/indoor
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SABIK REVERSIBLE RUG
1. Ivory/Charcoal 2. Ivory/Grey
Surface: Polypropylene 
160x230 cm  $269
190x290 cm $399

machine made in turkey
outdoor/indoor

1

2
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REVERSE SIDE OF SABIK RUG
1. Faune/Beige 2. Ivory/Yellow
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GLAMIS
1. Ivory 2. Lt. Grey 3. Charcoal 
4. Grey 5. Blue
Surface: PET
120x180 cm $169
160x230 cm $279
190x290 cm $419
5x8 ft  $279
8x10 ft  $559

recycled with love
hand woven

outdoor/indoor
made from 100%

recycled plastic bottles
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DOLORES
Taupe

Surface: PET + Recycled Bicycle Tube
120x180 cm     $139

160x230 cm     $229
190x290 cm     $349

5x8 ft     $229
8x10 ft     $459

textured outdoor/indoor

hand woven
recycled with love

made from 100%
recycled plastic bottles
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TOBOL
Aqua
Surface: PET
120x180 cm $159
160x230 cm $269
190x290 cm $399
5x8 ft $269
8x10 ft $539

textured

recycled with love
hand woven

outdoor/indoor

made from 100%
recycled plastic bottles
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CARTOLA
Grey

Surface: PET 
120x180 cm     $239

160x230 cm     $399
190x290 cm     $599

5x8 ft     $399
8x10 ft     $799

textured
outdoor/indoor

hand woven
recycled with love

made from 100%
recycled plastic bottles
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KANDER
1. Ivory/Charcoal 2. Ivory/Grey/Aqua
3. Ivory/Grey
Surface: PET
120x180 cm $189
160x230 cm $319
190x290 cm $479
5x8 ft $319
8x10 ft $639

1

2

3

recycled with love
hand woven

outdoor/indoor

made from 100%
recycled plastic bottles
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RALPH
1. Ivory 2. Charcoal 3. Grey

Surface: PET
120x180 cm     $239

160x230 cm     $399
190x290 cm     $599

5x8 ft     $399
8x10 ft     $799

outdoor/indoor

hand woven
recycled with love

made from 100%
recycled plastic bottles
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CARWAY
1. Blue 2. Ivory 3. Grey 4. Charcoal
Surface: PET
120x180 cm $199
160x230 cm $329
190x290 cm $499
5x8 ft  $329
8x10 ft  $659

recycled with love
hand woven

outdoor/indoor
made from 100%

recycled plastic bottles
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VENLO
1. Charcoal

2. Grey 3. Beige 
Surface: Polypropylene

120x180 cm     $219
160x230 cm     $369
190x290 cm     $549

5x8 ft     $369
8x10 ft     $739

outdoor/indoor
hand woven
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COLMA
Grey 
Surface: PET
120x180 cm $239
160x230 cm $399
190x290 cm $599
5x8 ft $399
8x10 ft $799

made from 100%
recycled plastic bottlestexturedrecycled with love

hand woven outdoor/indoor
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NORCO
Taupe

Surface: PET 
120x180 cm     $239

160x230 cm     $399
190x290 cm     $599

5x8 ft     $399
8x10 ft     $799

made from 100%
recycled plastic bottles

textured
outdoor/indoor

hand woven
recycled with love
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ADMIR
Blue/Ivory
Surface: PET
120x180 cm $239
160x230 cm $399
190x290 cm $599
5x8 ft $399
8x10 ft $799

made from 100%
recycled plastic bottles

recycled with love
hand woven

outdoor/indoor
246



MINYA
Grey

Surface: PET
120x180 cm     $239

160x230 cm     $399
190x290 cm     $599

5x8 ft     $399
8x10 ft     $799

made from 100%
recycled plastic bottles

textured
outdoor/indoor

hand woven
recycled with love
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ALIMOS
1. Gold/Navy 

2.  Blue/Charcoal
3. Banana/Grey

Surface: PET
120x180 cm     $239

160x230 cm     $399
190x290 cm     $599

5x8 ft     $399
8x10 ft     $799

outdoor/indoor
hand woven

recycled with love

made from 100%
recycled plastic bottles

1

2

3
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MONASH
1. Blue 2. Grey 3. Taupe      
Surface: PET
120x180 cm $229
160x230 cm $379
190x290 cm $569
5x8 ft $379
8x10 ft $769

recycled with love
hand woven

outdoor/indoor

made from 100%
recycled plastic bottles
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POWAY
Charcoal

Surface: PET
120x180 cm     $239

160x230 cm     $399
190x290 cm     $599

5x8 ft     $399
8x10 ft     $799

textured

recycled with love
hand woven

outdoor/indoor
made from 100%

recycled plastic bottles
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BRANDED LIKE A LEADER
STOCKED LIKE A DISTRIBUTOR
PRICED LIKE A MANUFACTURER
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the REPUBLIC of fashionable homes

Since its beginning in 2013, TRR has built an ever expanding network of 
worldwide distributors supplying to thousands of retail points, a testimony to 
the relevance and timeliness of this revolutionary concept.

Vast, always in stock range
The Rug Republic is a curated collection of over 700 trend-sellers always
in-stock with an ex-factory delivery time of 3 weeks. The collection offers a 
splendid choice to a wide variety of global customers with convenience 
and creativity like no other supply solution.

In-trend designs & options
The collection comprises of trendy themes, styles and categories of products 
ranging from hand knotted, hand-tufted, handwoven rugs, recycled items, 
leather rugs, and home décor accessories like poufs & pillows.

Flexible pricing
Available across market segments, TRR has variable pricing models linked to 
volumes. The collections offers splendid choice to all clients with flexibility and 
value like none other.

Brand power
Why sell just any carpet? sell Rug Republic carpets and accessories! As a 
branded product you enjoy the support and confidence of a superior
experience, recognisable by customers across the world, making
selling easier for any reseller.
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swift business is Smart Business

Doing business with us is as easy and convenient as shopping at your favorite 
online store. Choose your rug, select the order quantity and we will have them 
shipped within 3 weeks. Mix and match orders with no minimum order
quantities per article.

Retailers, Ecommerce Players & Distributors
The availability of the latest trends at no minimum order quantity per article 
frees up precious capital for all clients to focus on business promotion and 
marketing. TRR also supports the retailer with marketing tools and material 
so that the floor fashion stocks do the selling themselves. Quick availability 
means lesser inventories and fast replenishment–hallmark of every
successful modern business.

The TRR Outlet model
The TRR outlet model is a discounters delight. As our catalogs get updated, 
you could get lucrative discounts on clearance stocks. Our continuous
design cycles will ensure clearance stocks over a wide choice of designs. 
Offer Unbeatable deals 365 days a year to your customers and yet remain 
product profitable.

Architects & Interior Designers
The collection comprises of trendy products which can be procured for
projects large and small. All of these are swiftly customisable for pattern,
design and colour. Our beautiful catalogue is a tool which makes project work 
and sourcing really easy.
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Ask Us everything

How do I become a dealer?
Very easy! Place a minimum opening order as low as USD 5000 to get
dealer discounts over the standard prices. Step into the world of simplified
direct sourcing!

What support do I get as a TRR dealer?
Firstly- ample stocks to fulfill your orders. Secondly, a whole range of
merchandising materials, starting from an attractive rug display units, swatch 
display units to catalogs, posters, brand clothing. Professional photographs for 
your website and social media. Items are charged for on not-for-profit costs 
only.

Can I do custom sizes and designs?
Yes, custom rugs are an important part of our offering. You can customize to 
any extent, we quote costs and delivery time based on the exact requirement.

Are there any minimums per article?
No, you can order as little as you need of individual articles.However, dealer 
discounts are applicable only on the minimum net invoice value of USD 5000,
which could be spread over dozens of articles. It is also possible to directly
order using your credit card and pay at our website www.trrb2b.com which is 
at your service regardless of “office hours”!

Can we get door delivery service?
Yes, our shipping team is great for getting you excellent costs for all logistics 
because of our large volumes with cargo companies. We encourage our cli-
ents to compare costs and are happy to arrange door delivery for the same
in case they prefer. When you buy from TRR you can focus on selling, we take 
care of the rest.
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what about drop ship programs?
Yes, thats easy to set up with us. Stocks are available in India and our global 
rates with Fedex/DHL make it possible to door deliver directly to consumers 
worldwide.

Do you have clearance deals on a regular basis?
Yes, we have about 5000 units on clearance always at all price levels. Our 
clients are encouraged to mix discounted rugs into their shipments, again 
without any MOQ requirements.

Can I have an exclusivity on the collection?
It is possible to agree on defined market area exclusivity based on appropriate 
volume of orders which can be mutually agreed based on the territory under 
discussion. ‘Exclusivity’ is not really commonly offered as we keep inventory
for all items and need flexibility to sell. Unless explicitly agreed in writing, TRR 
is not exclusive to any trading partner and all rights are reserved with The Rug 
Republic, India
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know your rug

A rug can be made using different materials like Wool, Cotton, Leather, Jute, 
etc. All these materials have different properties and features that give a carpet 
its identity.

1. Wool
Carpet made of wool are resistant to wear and tear.
Give warmth to the room and also absorb moisture, soft and 
comfortable to walk on. Reflects light in different directions and 
hence are not very shiny. Prevent accumulation of static electricity.

2. Cotton
Cotton carpets hold their shape well and do not get disfigured easily.
They are cheaper than wool and silk carpets. Cotton as a fabric has 
‘breathing’ property. It absorbs and releases moisture quickly.
Soft on touch and comfortable to walk on.

3. Leather/ Natural Hide
Natural hide or animal skin is used.
They are sturdy and have a long life.
Look very rich and sophisticated.
Soft on touch and are stain resistant.

4. Jute
Jute carpets are environment friendly due to their recyclable nature.
They are sturdy and stain resistant.
Due to low cost of fabrication, these carpets are cheaper.

5. Viscose
Feels like natural silk.
Soft and rich feel with a shiny luxury texture.
In trend with premium brands and stores across the world.
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6. PET
Made from recycled plastic bottles, these are the latest addition to rug
materials.
Easy care and water resistant.
Well suited for outdoor use as water does not harm the fiber.
Looks and feels like wool and great for indoor use too.
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HOW TO TAKE CARE OF Rugs?

Regular rug care will enable your rug to maintain its original appearance and 
style for years. There are some very simple to-do’s as given below: Apply to 
(Cotton, Polyester, PET, Wool, Viscose Rugs)

1. Light Vacuum clean regularly. Avoid using beater brush on rugs.
2. Remove spills immediately. Blot any liquid with a clean cloth or a paper
    napkin.
3. Please do not pull loose ends if any. Trim with scissors.
4. Please keep away from sharp objects, hot surfaces, open fire places and
    excess moisture.
5. Please do not soak the rug in any liquid.
6. For initial weeks, shedding of material fibre may be observed. This is normal,
    and will reduce with time & usage.
7. Colors may fade slightly when placed in areas of direct sunlight. In this case,
    it is advisable to periodically rotate your rug to ensure this process is even.
8. Make sure the rug is clean and dry. Store in a ventilated, dry area. Do NOT    
    fold. Roll the rug with front side in-wards, EXCEPT for leather rugs, roll with 
    front side outwards.

SPECIAL CARE INSTRUCTIONS FOR SPECIFIC MATERIAL TYPES GIVEN BE-
LOW.

Leather Rugs:
1. Use soft hand brush to clean.
2. A natural smell of leather may be felt in a new rug which is non hazardous.
3. The rug may not lie flat immediately when taken out of the polybag but will 
settle down over a period of time.

Jute Rugs:
1. Natural variations in color and texture of jute in different parts of the rug add 
to its beauty and authenticity.
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2. A natural scent of jute may be felt in a new rug which is non hazardous.
3. The rug may not lie flat immediately when taken out of the polybag but will 
settle down over a period of time.

Recycled Rugs:
1. These Eco rugs are handmade from recycled fabrics/ materials.
2. Each rug is unique in colour/ style/ texture.
3. Deep colours may have a tendency to stain light surface especially if wet, 
please ensure dry
usage and a rug underlay is recommended.
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HOW to choose the right rug?

Rugs and carpets are the ultimate decorative accessory; it gives warmth and 
personality to a space. But choosing the right rug can be a tricky business; the 
right one can finish a space to perfection, while the wrong one can make a 
room feel awkward or unfinished. But with so many styles, colors and
materials to choose from, how do you know which one is right for you? It’s 
actually easier than you think. Here are a few ground rules to help you find the 
right area rug for your space:

Right Styles
Two of the biggest factors to consider when choosing a rug that you will love 
to live with are your lifestyle and your own personal style. Will you be plac-
ing your rug in a high- traffic area, such as a family room or hallway? Do you 
have young children or pets? If yes, you will want to choose a rug that’s easy 
to clean and durable, like leather or wool. A patterned rug in darker shade will 
be able to hide dirt and stains in high-activity areas. If you want rug for a more 
decorative purpose, luxurious viscose, shaggies, cotton and leather rugs are 
available in rich designs and colors. Recycled fabric rugs can be opted by the 
more environmentally conscious users. Make sure any rug or carpet you are 
considering eventually complements your style.

Right Color
If you have color and pattern going on in your space, you might want to stick 
with a single-color, either a neutral or a shade which complements your
existing furnishings. If you want a patterned rug with many shades, add in
furniture and accessories that coordinate afterwards. Dark, rich colors help
define a more intimate space while lighter colors make a smaller space
appear larger. Bright colors such as yellow, orange or red add warmth while 
cool colors like blue and green create calm.
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Right Pattern
Give yourself permission to go bold with patterns. Mixing patterns within the 
same color group will add depth to your décor. While selecting
complementary colors to pair with your rug just make sure to select the non-
dominant color within the design. A brightly colored or boldly patterned rug 
can just be the right step if you want to lift up your space. Bold designs and 
large patterns in a small room can make it look larger.

Right Texture
A room with a combination of different textures feels layered and rich, and an 
easy way to set this tone is by giving attention to the texture of your rug. Let 
your existing décor guide you, and aim for contrast.

Right Comfort
If you prefer a softer feel, then natural fibers such as wool and cotton are for 
you. If you want a deep, lush, pile, you can get a similar feel from synthetic
fibers. Natural fibers such as jute can be surprisingly soft underfoot, but it’s not 
as warm as a woven rug.

Right Size
An inaccurately sized rug can throw off the ambience of the entire room, even 
if the furniture is amazing. A rug should fit the size of your seating area and be 
as large as possible within it. The ideal situation is when all the legs of furniture 
are on the rug, but front-legs-only is a common practice.

Right Location And Purpose:
It is critical to keep in mind the type of activity and traffic that will take place 
in the room. Durable rug is needed for high traffic areas, while soft rugs can 
be used in the low traffic rooms. Rugs made of wool are timeless and lasting. 
They can be designed intricately which makes them great for bed rooms and 
living rooms. Rugs made of synthetic fabrics are more affordable and easier to 
clean. Making them great for high traffic areas.
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Right Cost
Rugs are no longer considered a luxury which only a few enjoy. There are 
a wide variety of affordable options available in the market. Rugs which are 
made of Cotton, jute, hemp and chenille are affordable and durable. Synthetic 
fibers are designed to mimic the look and feel of wool and other expensive 
materials.
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THE
RUG
REPUBLIC
EDGE!

super soft high grade
cotton yarns

edges finished
right for a long life

pile kept high and 
dense for right feel 
under your feet

socially/environmentally 
compliant manufacturing

socially/environmentally 
compliant manufacturing

only healthy lustrous natural fibers 
are used in your trr rugs

handstiched to 
bring you 
signature style 
and authenticity

highest in class 
consistency in hues 
of natural fibers

COTTON @ TRR HEMP/JUTE @ TRR
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virgin wools with 
high fiber length 
and strength

tufted or woven with the highest 
quality standards

socially/environmentally 
compliant manufacturing

socially/environmentally 
compliant manufacturing

socially/environmentally 
compliant manufacturing

the finest dyes 
used for all 
coloring

special washes 
give a great 
hand feel

intricately 
handknotted 
by master 
craftmen

tighter weaves 
to give you a 
long lasting rug

upcycled 
leather to give 
you great price 
points

bestselling styles 
worldwide

best in class pile 
density

WOOL @ TRR LEATHER @ TRR HANDKNOTTED @ TRR
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HAND WOVEN RUGS
These Rugs are produced on a loom quite similar to woven fabric but it is manual. The warp forms the 
pile or “face” of the rug and the weft makes the base or “backing” of the rug. Simple designs, carved, 
plain or over-tufted, form most of the best sellers here. Prices are significantly lower than hand tufted 
and hand knotted rugs.

PANJA KELIMS
A heavy instrument like a claw (‘Panja’ means claw) is used for beating the weft tight, and line by line, 

a magical rug is born. From region to region, the ‘Panja’ varies in size and design, and in some areas is 
supplemented by other tools. When the rug is completed, the pile is often shorn with special scissors 
to obtain an even surface. This technique is used to create premium flatweaves. Intricate patterns and 

dense quality are achievable in Panja Kelims. Price points lie between hand tufted and hand knotted 
rugs.
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PIT LOOM RUGS
The Pit Loom is traditionally placed in a pit, where the artisan makes the rug through the use of pedals. 
In working it simulates the hand loom, only difference is its height and scale. The warps are maintained 
in tension between two beams, wefts are inserted manually. This technique has seen a lot of innovative 
changes, many creative items at very low prices are produced using these looms.

HAND TUFTED RUGS
In this process, the base fabric is stretched on a metal frame and yarn is inserted through the fabric with 
the help of a tufting hand gun. When the rug features a pattern, the design is drawn on wax paper to set 

a trace. The artisan tufts over the pattern, paying attention to where the colours are to be placed, and 
then paints the underside of the rug with latex glue and covers it with a backing canvas. Once complete, 

the rug’s tufts or “loops” may be left visible, shaved down, or carved to create definition in the pattern.
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HAND KNOTTED RUGS
The process of hand knotting rugs goes back a few hundred years. Hand knotted rugs are produced 
using ancient techinques, have unlimited design and color variations. they are made on a vertical frame 
called a hand knotting loom. Depending on the type of knots made, the size of the wool strands, and 
how tightly the knots are tied and pounded down, the density and level of quality of a rug is determined. 
The back of the rug reveals much about it’s quality, and is a good reference for assessing value. 
Individual rugs can take months to make, price levels are the highest amongst handmade rugs.

LEATHER RUGS
Hand made from a variety of different hides, the leather is cut and sewn by hand. Our skilled artisans 

have been making rugs for many years before and have mastered the technique of leather stitching that 
normally takes a years to perfect. These rugs have been in trend over the last decade and are extremely 
hard wearing. Highly recommended for high traffic areas as well as ultra modern interiors.Available at a 

vast variety of price points between handtufted and handknotted rugs.
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PRINTED RUGS
Handtufted or handwoven rugs can undergo a special screen/digital printing process, skilled craftsmen 
create this magic, making each rug special in its handmade appearance. The result is a rug that’s a 
unique work of art. The printing technique has added an interesting dimension to the available menu of 
handmade rugs. Several looks which are not possible in tufting or weaving can be achieved by printing, 
that too, at competitive prices.

TABLE TUFTED
Most popular for making bath rugs, the table tufting technique has been around for several decades. 

Handguided rugs are tufted for design against a fixed position needle. Commonly used with cotton, new 
man made materials are being increasingly used for this technique. Recently tufted/shaggy rugs have 

been produced by using this technique in order to create low cost options for fast moving products.
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THE RUG REPUBLIC SHOWROOM, NEW DELHI
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our values

Innovative: An undying spirit to change the 
norm. We thrive on fresh, new wave thinking 
that confronts excesses and are always mindful 
of the environment.

Driven: Passionate about what we do, we’re 
always hungry for a good challenge. Never one 
to seek solutions in the obvious, we push the 
boundaries to find better, smarter ideas.

Creative: Exploring endless possibilities in a
design-forward culture that generates value 
through cutting-edge, modern design. It is one 
of our most powerful differentiators, hence 
nurturing creativity is imperative.
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Authentic: Whether in external relationships or 
work culture, we stand by our word and prom-
ise only what we mean. Every accomplishment 
is the modest beginning of yet another.

Customer-centric: Intuitively understanding 
needs and trends, and offering superlative 
service as well as pro-active assistance 
with a smile.

Consistent: Timely execution and production 
processes that are closely monitored, ensure 
consistent value generation and output. This 
cycle of consistency has earned us the trust of 
customers worldwide.
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ABELLA 63
ADHIL 188
ADMIR 246
ADMONT 57
ADONO 31
AFONO 69
ALIMOS 248
ALOIS 44
ALPHARD 216
ALTAIR 215
ALVERI 162
AMRIK 159
ANDROS 26
ARGOS 198
ARNICA 203
ARNO 201
ARTHUR 40
ARYA 58
ASHVI 104
ATTICA 143
AUSTEN 81
AYANA 50
AZUSA 169
BADEN 77
BARGO 47
BELFORT 61
BELIZE 168
BILBAO 111
BILINA 65
CAMBIO 150
CAMBRAI 154
CANIS 117
CANTIC 29
CAPRICE 179
CARINA 167
CARTOLA 239
CARWAY 242

CASPIA 82
CHINO 225
CLICKER 136
COLMA 244
CONON 165
COPLIN 121
COSAN 18
COWLIX 144
COXOM 229
CRIMBLE 21
CRUX 220
DANIELA 56
DARYA 95
DEMING 180
DENEB 217
DOLORES 237
DORRIGO 37
DORSIA 210
DORVAL 124
DOVES 83
DURBAN 224
DURHAM 137
ELBURG 43
ELECTRA 175
ELVERA 181
ELZEN 145
EMME 130
ERMIN 158
ESTELLA 52
ESTORIA 123
ETTRICK 200
EUROPA 163
FAHRO 148
FALDON 199
FEBA 142
FEBBAS 232
FENIX 190

FLAIR 141
FOLSOM 75
FONAX 205
FRANZ 135
FULMER 85
GABBY 93
GELAN 160
GLAMIS 236
GLENN 98
GORDON 88
GRAHAM 122
GUNRAY 110
HARRIER 74
HARUNO 68
HELENA 178
HELMOND 19
HERON 146
HYRAX 113
IBIZA 209
JACMEL 51
JARVIS 183
JERDON 126
JODAR 53
JUCAR 134
JURA 139
KAMPEN 28
KANDER 240
KARDAN 208
KAZAN 16
KORAB 230
LAINA 116
LAMBENT 34
LAMIA 195
LAREN 115
LAVRIO 207
LAYTON 155
LEDBURY 120

INDEX
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LEONIE 49
LEONIS 214
LEOPOLD 125
LEPUS 128
LEURA 79
LIEVIN 41
LIZBAN 131
LONIA 140
LORCAN 64
LYRA 127
MAJORCA 45
MALISSA 99
MARKAB 177
MEDIO 36
MEDWIN 182
MEDZEV 90
MEISSA 228
MENAN 161
MEPPEL 39
MERIDA 191
MINORIS 219
MINYA 247
MISTON 108
MITCHELL 101
MOIRES 133
MONAR 84
MONASH 250
MORFORD 170
MORPETH 46
MOULIN 91
NASHIRA 173
NEYMAR 202
NIDAL 87
NORCO 245
NOVI 138
OFELIA 92
ORRIN 60

OVID 78
OVRIA 204
PEGASI 218
PERSAI 221
PICTOR 227
POLSET 197
PORRIMA 189
POWAY 251
RAFINA 152
RAHWAY 157
RALPH 241
RAYZAN 27
RENISON 35
RIOM 55
RIPON 80
RODEO 67
RODOS 72
ROHNS 118
RONAN 66
RUTFORD 226
SABIK REVERSIBLE RUG 234
SABINE 100
SALFORD 20
SALINA 151
SARAH 70
SARAH 71
SARAH 109
SCADDLE 129
SEFTON 184
SELMER 32
SESTINA 185
SHARATAN 186
SHARON 24
SIMBAD 172
SOLANO 147
SPICA 54
SPINY 231

STELLA 171
STELLEN 233
SUNLAND 94
TAURI 223
TAVROS 153
TENER 206
TENON 73
TIBER 102
TIFTON 105
TILBURG 23
TIMSON 112
TOBOL 238
TOMSA 76
TORRES 22
TOWSON 211
TRIDELL 156
TUKANO 89
TURIA 25
URSA 119
VALMONT 59
VELORUM 96
VENLO 243
VENRAY 38
VEROI 166
WABANA 86
WELSH 33
WENGER 176
WEZEN 187
WORGAN 62
ZEFRI 196
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no minimums • 3 weeks ex-factory • store ready branding • latest trends

225, Okhla Estate Phase III
New Delhi - 110020, India

info@therugrepublic.in
www.therugrepublic.in

ISO 9001 : 2015
ISO 14001 : 2015

by
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